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Chips rip higher, and market watchers
eye Intel as the semi to own

Prepare for a good year on Wall Street,
but not a repeat of 2017: Strategist



Longtime bull Art Hogan on the
market's historic 'selling crescendo'
6:09 PM ET Mon, 5 Feb 2018 | 01:37

Wall Street veteran Art Hogan isn't letting the Dow's worst ever oneday point loss alter his bullish forecast.
Hogan, chief market strategist at B. Riley FBR, suspects the markets will
find a level of support by Wednesday.
"We're in that irrational, agnostic vertical selling, and it's largely
machines and ETFs," Hogan said Monday on CNBC's "Trading Nation."
"When that stops, some rational[ity] will come back into the market
place."

Wall Street probably won't see the kind of
charging bull market gains seen in 2017, says
strategist.

The bull case for Dow stock Home Depot
ahead of earnings next week
One portfolio manager is bullish on Home
Depot shares ahead of the company's earnings
report next week.

Volatility is back, and that could lead to a
late '90s-style market pop
One top equity derivatives strategist says the
market may be entering into a new regime for
volatility.

MORE FROM TRADING NATION
He blames the historic sell-off on long-overdue volatility that began
over jitters over rising interest rates.
And it isn't surprising Hogan. He warned investors late last year that
the markets could run into trouble in 2018.
"The amazing part is we forget how fast markets come down," Hogan
said. "Once stocks start selling like this, it's very difficult for anyone to
get in the way. Whether it's ETFs or programs or machine trading or
algorithms. It happens quickly."
According to Hogan, the gravitational pull of the sell-off is negatively
impacting healthy areas such as financials, a group that is widely
considered to be a winner in a rising interest rate environment.

Rates have reached ‘extreme’ levels. Expect a big rally
in bonds, utilities, says trader
Apple’s massive bond portfolio makes it a ‘screaming
sell,’ says market watcher
Bitcoin is retesting the $10,000 level – here's why it's so
important
FANG gets its bite back – but there’s one name that
could sit out the rally
The rate rise doesn’t matter to the markets. Here’s what
does
Rising inflation is not enough to rattle Wall Street, says
Bessemer Trust's Rebecca Patterson
Transport stocks should be bought on the dip, market
watcher says
Chipotle has a new CEO, but it will take more than that
to save the struggling stock
More than half of the S&P 500 is in a correction, and
that has bargain hunters looking at three names
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Not only is global growth still robust, Hogan said, but a strong earnings
picture and economic fundamentals will drive stocks back to record

Home Depot is having its worst month in 8 years. But
here's why some traders are getting bullish

levels. He believes stock prices will be 10 percent higher by year's end.
VIDEOS ›
"Right now, we're in that selling crescendo," he added. "People will sit
back and say, 'Wait a minute, we've done too much, too fast to the
downside,' and buyers come back."
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Dow closes with sixth straight day
of gains
Stocks close higher, post best weekly gain
since 2013.

Stock market gains this year will be
good, not great, says strategist
Wall Street should see double-digit returns for
the S&P 500 in 2018. But don't expect a repeat
of 2017, says strategist.

Vote to see results



Here's why Dow stock Home
Depot's a 'buy' ahead of earnings
Mike Binger with Gradient Investments looks
ahead to Home Depot earnings and expects a
positive quarter.
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Strategist Art Hogan on the market’s
next move after the Dow, S&P
plunge
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